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Introduction 

Solution by the variational calculus of electromagnetic fields can be 
derived as the stationary function of a suitable functional constructed from the 
potential function. The stationary function yields a solution satisfying 
Maxwell's equations. For the case of static and stationary electrical fields and 
electromagnetic wave phenomena of sinusoidal excitation suitable functionals 
are found in the literature [7, 8, 9, 10, 12J sometimes referring to the physical 
meaning of the functional. 

It will be shown that the functionals for different cases derive from the 
same principle, the principle of least action, or in special cases, Hamilton's 
principle. Thus the variational principles in electrodynamics can uniformly be 
discussed and the functional for the case of arbitrary excitation can also be 
formulated. The formulation of the functional and the proofthat the stationary 
function of the functional solves Maxwell's equations, are deduced from the 
theory of relativity using four-dimensional vectors. The mathematical for
malism necessary for relativistic discussion and solution of the Maxwell 
equations is given in the Appendix. More detailed discussion is found in [13]. 

It is also possible to apply the functional formulated on the principle of 
least action to different cases of electrodynamics, such as electrostatics, 
magnetostatics, stationary electric and magnetic fields, quasistationary elec
tromagnetic fields and electromagnetic wave phenomena. 

The principle of least action 

A mathematical formalism common in several fields of physics derives the 
laws of certain phenomena from the principle ofleast action or its special form, 
the Hamilton principle. According to this theory, phenomena proceed in a way 
that the action-integral (or functional) formulated by the extensive parameters 
has extremal value. The necessary condition for this is the zero value of the first 
variation of the action integral. The first variation can only vanish if the 
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Euler-Lagrange set of differential equations corresponding to the action 
integral is satisfied. This means the satisfaction of the differential equations 
characterizing the phenomenon by means of its extensive parameters. So the 
action integral considered as the functional of the extensive variables is 
stationarized by the function satisfying Maxwell's equations. 

The action integral of the joint set of the electromagnetic field and the 
moving particles has three parts: the first and the second depend on the 
properties of the field and the particles; the third depends on the interaction of 
the field and the particles. Since convective current is not discussed, the part 
depending on the properties of the particles only is missing. So the action 
integral is: 

Ia= -j/e f[ A+S+ 4
1
f.l ]}(F2) JdQ (1) 

Q 

where I a is the action, S is the current vector of four dimensions, F is the tensor 
of the electromagnetic field intensities, e is light velocity and j is the imaginary 
unit, mark + denotes the transpose of a matrix, and Tr(F2) means the trace of 
tensor F2. The integration has to be performed over the four-dimensional 
region, where the elementary domain is: 

(2) 

Introducing the four-dimensional vector potential, 

F=rotA, (3) 

the action integral as a function of the vector potential can be written in the 
following form [1, 13]: 

Ia= -j/e f[ A+S+ 4
1
f.l Tr(rot 2 A) ]dQ. (4) 

Q 

If the current density is not known, equation 

S = (J Fu = (J rot A u (5) 

may be used. Here (J is the conductivity of the media, u is the four-dimensional 
vector of the velocities (see Appendix). Substitution of (5) into (4) yields the 
functional for this case. However, the first part of the action integral should be 
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divided by two, since otherwise the interaction of the field and the particles 
would be considered twice. So the action integral is: 

Ia= -j/c f [~O' A + rotA u+ 4
1

J.L (Tr(rot2 A)) ] dQ. (6) 

n 

Performing the scalar product operation, the action integrals (1) and (6) 
may be written in the following three-dimensional form: 

and 

o v 

Ia= f f ~ [O'AE+(ED-HB) ] dVdt:. 

o v 

Using the formulas: 

B=rotA, 

- cA 
E= -grad<p-at ' 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

we obtain: 

e ( CA)2 1 ] P<P+- -grad<p--.,- --rot2A dVdT, 
2 OT 2J.L 

(11) 

o v 

and 

I"~ f H[UA( -grad\D- ~~ )+,( -grad\D- ~~ r-~rot2A }VdT. 
o v (12) 

The action integral is seen to be a time integral of an energy-like function: 

(13) 
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The energy-like function is: 

W(r)= S LdV, (14) 

where L is the Lagrange function of the field. The Lagrange function is the 
integrand of integrals (11) and (12). Also W(r) is seen to be the difference of the 
electric and the magnetic energies. 

In the following, the stationary function of the action integral as the 
functional of the four-dimensional vector potential will be proven to satisfy the 
Maxwell equations. 

The Euler-Lagrange differential 
equation of the action integral 

As it is known, if the first variation of a functional equals zero, the Euler
Lagrange differential equation of the functional is satisfied. The Euler
Lagrange differential equation offunctionals (11) and (6) can be written on the 
basis of the following formula: 

i= 1,2,3,4. (15) 

The Lagrangian functions are, according to (1) and (6)· 

L= -J/c[ AS+ 4~ (Tr(rot 2 A» 1 (16) 

L= -j/C[~CTA+ rotAu+-
1 

(Tr(rot 2 A»], 
2 4p 

(17) 

respectively. 
It is to be proved that the Euler-Lagrange differential equations of 

functionals (6) and (1) are the differential equations for the four-dimensional 
vector potential derived from Maxwell's equations. In order to obtain this 
formula, (15) has to be reformulated by means of four-dimensional vectors: 

cL cL 
---V=O 

cA c(AV+) 
(18) 
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(V is the four-dimensional differential operator, and laws of derivatives on 
matrices and column vectors are found in the Appendix.) On application to 
Lagrange function (16): 

and 
cL 

o(AV+ ) 
Thus 

Using the identity: 

we get: 

and 

oL 
oA = -jlcS, 

. 1 . 
] (\7' -'- ] --- vAT_AV')=--rotA. 
c j..l Cj..l 

1 
~+-divrotA=O . 

j..l 

divrot A = graddiv A - 0 A, 

OA= -j..lS, 

divA=O. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(Mark 0 denotes the four-dimensional Laplace operator (see Appendix).) Eq. 
(23) is the differential equation for the vector potential derived from Maxwell's 
equations, and Eq. (24) is the Lorentz condition. 

If current density is not known, Lagrange function (17) is to be used. In 
that case the equations are: 

cL j 
-= ---crrotAu 
cA 2c ' 

cL 

So the differential equations are: 

and 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Eq. (27) is the differential equation for the vector potential derived from 
Maxwell's equations, and Eq. (28) is the Lorentz condition. 
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Action integrals of electrodynamics 

In the following, the three-dimensional action integrals (11) and (12) will 
be discussed in several cases of electrodynamics. 

1. Electrostatics 

In the case of static electric field there is no magnetic field and the field 
intensities are independent of time. So the minimum of action integral means 
the minimum of energy function (14). Using the equations: 

a 
-=0, and at 

E= -gradcp, 

the energy-like functional of the electric field to be minimised is: 

1 
W = - S e grad2cpdV-J pcpdV, 

2 v \" 

where cp is the scalar potential. 

2. Magnetostatics 

(29) 

(30) 

A duality is known to exist between electric and magnetic fields [7, 13]. So 
the equations of electric field are valid for magnetic field, too. Using the 
equation 

H= -gradcpm, (31) 

_ _ C 
(where CPm is the magnetic scalar potential)'and E = 0, - = 0, the magnetic field et 
energy-like functional to be extremized is: 

(32) 

\" 
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3. Stationary electric field 

Stationary electric fields can be discussed on the basis of the analogy to 
static field. Therefore p = 0, and replacing e by (j, functional (30) is of the 
following form: 

4. Stationary magnetic field 

w=~ r (j grad2 qJ d V. 
2 J 

v 

(33) 

Since the electric field is omitted, qJ = ° and a = 0. But the interaction of ot 
electric and magnetic fields has to be taken into account. So the functional is; 

1 11 J' W= -- - rot 2 AdV+ AJdV. 
2 Jl 

(34) 

v 

5. Quasi-stationary electromagnetic field 

In the case of static and stationary electromagnetic field the scalar and 
vector potentials are independent, so they can be determined independently. 
(Except stationary magnetic fields when the current density is not known. In 
that case the electric field can be determined at first, and in the knowledge of the 
electric field, the magnetic field can be calculated.) Time-varying electric and 
magnetic fields are not independent of each other, so it is necessary to. know 
both the scalar and the vector potential for the solution. It is sufficient to know 
the vector potential for the solution in the case of quasistationary field or wave 
phenomenon in an ideal isolator. Both the electric and the magnetic field can be 
derived from the vector potential, since the scalar potential may be termed by 
Lorentz condition (28): 

1 
qJ= --divA. (35) 

Jl(j 

This means, that if p = 0, qJ is arbitrary, so qJ can be zero. Thus the action 
integral is: 
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t 

Ia= ff[-~O'A+OA -~rot2AJdVd7:. 
2 07: 2J1. 

(36) 

o v 

lithe assumptions of the problem cannot be met in this way, using formula (35). 
the action integral is: ' 

f f 
'
-I - (1 - OA) 1 ] la= - O'A + - graddivA--",,- --roe A dVd7:. 
_2 J1.0' at 2/1 

(37) 

o v 

6. Electromagnetic wave phenomena 

In the case of electromagnetic waves in an ideal isolator, the action 
integral can be derived from Eq. (12), substituting <p = 0 and 0' = 0 into the 
equation: 

Ia= r f[~(~A)2 -~rot2 AldVd7:. 
J 2 . e7: -J1. .J 

(38) 

o \' 

The most general form of the action integral has to be used in the case 
where the assumption cp = 0 contradicts the conditions of the problem or the 
isolator is not ideal. In this case the vector potential,A and the scalar potential 
cp cannot be determined independently. Therefore, in the case of not ideal 
isolator, the action integral is: 

oA 1 e /OA)2 
--O'_~gradcp+-I- + 

Q7: 2'> 2 \or 
o v 

0A. e 1 ] +e- gradcp +- grad2 <p--rot2 A. dVd7:, 
07: 2 2/1 

and the Lorentz condition 

(40) 

is valid. 
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Appendix 

In the following the formulation and the solution of Maxwell equations 
are discussed by means of four-dimensional mathematical formalism. First of 
all, the three-dimensional form of Maxwell equations are considered: 

__ aD 
rotH=J+at 

_ aB 
rotE= -at 

divD=p 

divB=O 

(F.1) 

(F.2) 

(F.3) 

(FA) 

D=8E: B=,uH; J=uE; 8=80 8r : ,u=,uO,ur (F.5) 

(the inserted electric field intensity Ei being zero.) 
The four-dimensional form of the equations is: 

divF= ,uS 

divP=O 

S=uFu 

where 
r-

0 B_ -By 

-B_ 
F= 

0 Bx 

By -B~ 0 

j/cE~ jlcEy j/cE= 

[ 
J -J s= . 

jcp 

(F.6) 

(F.7) 

(F.8) 

(F.9) 

- j/cEx 

-jlcEr 

-jlcE= 
(F.I0) 

o 

(F.11) 
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[ KV] u- . 
- jKC ' 

1 
K=---=== (F.12) 

V is the velocity vector of charges, C is light velocity. 
Let us introduce the four-dimensional vector potential: 

A= [ .:\ ] j/ccp , 
(F.13) 

where A is the three-dimensional vector potential and cp is the scalar potential. 
Introducing 

F=rotA, (F.14) 

the four-dimensional differential equation 

DA= -pS, .15) 

and the Lorentz condition 

div A=O (F.16) 

is derived. 
If current density is not known, using Eq. (F.8) we get: 

-jwAv u=O, (F.17) 

8) 

The most important definitions and operations relating to four
dimensional vectors and matrices are summarized in the following. 

In an alternating or anti metric matrix, the elements symmetrically 
arranged with respect to the main diagonal differ only by sign: 

Hence, 

A matrix V* can be assigned to an alternating tensor V with elements: 
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Here k, I, rn, n represent the even permutations of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. V* 
constructed in this way is the dual matrix of matrix V. 

Thus if 

0 VlZ Vl3 V1;l 

- Vl2 0 V~3 VZ4 I 
V= I 

- V13 - VZ3 0 V34 

, 

I 
I 

- Vl4 - V24 - V34 0 J 
then the dual matrix is: 

0 V34 - VZ4 V~3 

- V34 0 Vl4 - Vl3 
V*--

V~4 - V14 0 V12 

- V23 V13 - Vl2 0 

The four-dimensional Hamilton's operator is given by 

,- -. l . G 

V=, 

--, 
oX, i 

~ I 

oX 3 

C --, 
oX4 i 

The four dimensional Laplace operator is: 

denotes the transpose of V). 
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The operations on the operators are controlled by the formal rules of 
matrix algebra: 

gradS=V S (S is scalar) 

div Y= v"" Y= Y""V 

rot Y=v V"" - vV"" 

grad V= VV"" 

div T = Tv = [v -,- T"" ] -,-

di v grad S = V -,- V S = D S 

divgrad V=Vv V'=VD 

divrot V= [v V"" - VV""Jv = v V+v - Vv v = graddiv V- VD. 

rotV = -divV* = V v (if V is an alternating matrix). 

The derivative of a scalar by a column matrix is: 

cS 
eX 

cS 
-v 
CA 1 ' 

cS 

cS 

cS 

, where X = 

v 
Al 

v 
."l. 7 - , 
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The derivative of a scalar by a matrix is: 

s cS as 
eX 11 aX 12 

as as 
as 

~v 

eX 
O.tl 21 

cS as 
CX41 aX44 

where 

X= 

Summary 

Functionals used in variational calculus of electrodynamics by means of the least action 
principle are formulated. The four dimensional mathematical formalism of the relatiyistic 
electrodynamics is used for discussion. Functionals for electrostatics, magnetostatics. stationary 
electric and magnetic fields, quasistationary electromagnetic fields and electromagnetic wave 
phenomena are derived from the general principle of least action. 
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